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MODELING OF THE IMAGE RECOGNITION AND
CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM (IRC)

IOAN ISPAS

Abstract. The problem of the image recognition and classification (IRC)
based on the pattern recognition is of a paramount importance in lots of
domains. The present paper discusses topics related with the complexity
of the algorithms for image recognition and classification. This leads to
some precise statements on the computational difficulty of the problem of
the image recognition and classification (IRC).
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1. Defining the problem of image recognition and classification
(IRC)

The automatic classification of the images is of a strategic importance
in lots of domains. Its solving is based on the methods and algorithms of
automatic pattern/object recognition and image classification [3].

In the following part, we will define the IRC problem:
Given an image data base (data stream) B = {I1, I2, . . . , In} containing

a ‘main character‘, each image incorporating only one object; given a set of
descriptions of some known distinct objects R = {O1, O2, . . . , Ok}; knowing
that any human operator is able to recognized easily, by means of rapid visual
inspection, the object in the image; the aim of the algorithm is to determine
the images that contain these objects, and to classify them in k + 1 distinct
classes: C1, C2, . . . , Ck and Ck+1. The classes Ci, i = 1, k will group all the
images containing the objects Oi, i = 1, k, and the class Ck+1 will group the
images without any of the R objects.

The diagram of the IRC problem is the following:
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Figure 1. offers a small example consisting of eight images with ‘characters‘
[13] that can be classified into seven image classes: 1. the class of the images
containing horses; 2. the class of the images containing cheetahs; 3. the
class of the images containing elephants; 4. the class of the images containing
airplanes; 5. the class of the images containing bears; 6. the class of the images
containing eagles; 7. the class of the images ”neutral”, without recognized
object. In this case, the component elements of the set of the recognized
‘objects‘ are: 1. horses; 2. cheetahs; 3. elephants; 4. airplanes; 5. bears; 6.
eagles.

Figure 1. Examples of images to be classified
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Having studied the specialized literature [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11] we can state that the image recognition algorithms describe a
four-stepped process. Each step is essential and inevitable. The diagram of
the image recognition process is the following:
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I. Preprocessing of the image. This means the application of some DIP
(Digital Image Processing) algorithms specialized in enhancing image quality
[1], [3], [5], [10].

II. Feature extraction. This is the key step, the one that measures the
performances and the quality of the recognition software. The discovery of the
most proper features and characteristics of the recognition object is the key of
the success [12], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. The FeatureExtraction
algorithm, the implementation of this essential step, output a feature vector
description of the recognized object (v1, v2, . . . , vn), not necessarily numerical.

III. Feature/pattern measurement. This step is well theoretically
founded; there is a developed mathematical theory (The measure theory)
which can help us select the proper and efficient n-dimensional metrics. The
final result of this step is usually a one- or multi- dimensional value (a vector)
percepted as the ‘distance‘ of the feature vector towards the borders of the
class [1], [12], [15], [18], [19].

IV. Image/Pattern classification. This is the final step which com-
bines the results of the prior measurements. The pattern/object - described
by the feature vector - belongs to a class of images, according to certain ap-
partenance mathematical criteria. The final result of the classification step
must be the index i of the image class Ci .

2. The modeling of the problem of the image recognition and
classification

The primary modeling of the problem of the image recognition and clas-
sification is an extremely difficult subject. In order to reduce its degree of
difficulty, a gradual approach is indicated to be used in a step-by-step man-
ner.
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2.1. The simplified version of the problem of the image recognition
and classification (sIRC).

If we consider the objects-‘characters‘ from the images as marks/signatures,
that were previously inserted in the images. Consequently, every object be-
came obviously a ”main character”, in front of the scene. Then the recognition
of images leads us to the following simplified version of the IRC problem de-
fined at the beginning:

Given an image data base (or an image stream) B = {I1, I2, . . . , In} con-
taining a ‘main character‘ that marks them; given a set of descriptions of some
known distinct objects R = {O1, O2, . . . , Ok}; the following algorithm deter-
mines the images from B that contain these objects and classifies them in k+1
distinct classes: C1, C2, . . . , Ck and Ck+1. The algorithm has an image I as
input and is calling the sub-algorithm Recognition; this algorithm decided if
object Ok is contained in image I.

Algorithm sIRC(image I);
For i = 1, k do

If Recognition (Oi, I) return (i);
Return (k + 1);

Our belief, just like its title shows, is that the simplified version sIRC
problem is less difficult than the initial one. Unfortunately, we cannot prove
rigorously this statement although the multitude of facts strongly confirms it.
It is obvious that its complexity relies on the complexity of the Recognition
sub-algorithm. The total complexity of the algorithm is in the worst of cases:

WorstCase(Classification sIRC) = k ×O(Recognition),

where k is the dimension of the set of objects R. O(Recognition) is the
classical notation for the complexity class of the Recognition algorithm.

The Recognition algorithm is the clue of the sIRC problem. Its input
is I image and the description of the recognition pattern/object O. For every
object Oi it works like a validation function with the output true or false.
Considering that any human operator is able to easily recognize the presence
of the object O in the image I by visual inspection, based on a primary process
of the mathematical modeling and formalization of the sIRC problem, we can
design the following modeling:

2.2. Mathematical modeling of the sIRC problem.

Definition 1. A searching space is a set of data S which has to be exhaus-
tively covered in order to find the target data x among S data.
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Giving n the cardinal of the set S; considering that the exhaustive covering
condition is needed, then the number of required steps (comparisons) in order
to find out x is in the worst case n.

Definition 2. A pattern P of an (bi-dimensional) object is the set of the
contour points (laying on the external edges of the shape of the object) which
delimits the space occupied by it.

The pattern P of an object is that what makes it distinguished from the
environment and confers its identity.

Definition 3. An informational content (colorist) C of a certain object
is a set of points belonging to the object, grouped together according to an
association (relational) criteria.

For instance, the set of the ‘interior‘ points of the object, the set of the
points of the same color, etc. The information content (colorist) C is the
visible, descriptive expression of the object.

Proposition 1. Therefore we can state that every object is uniquely defined
by its pattern P and its informational content C. As the pattern P and its
informational content C are described by numerical vectors, the pair (P, C)
uniquely defines every object.

2.3. Introducing the auxiliary problem IRC(R).

The terms of the auxiliary problem IRC(R) are the following: this prob-
lem is particular case of the sIRC problem in which the set of objects to be
recognized consists in a single type of objects R, as an image of the solid
rectangle.

Any rectangle R is defined by the pair of corners A(xA, yA) and B(xB, yB),
and by its colour C. Thus R = R(A,B, C).

The problem requests to determine the subset Q of the image set contain-
ing one rectangle R.

The easiest method (considering the effort in designing the recognition
algorithms) is the scanning of all the images, i.e. for every image, to check up
every possible matching position of the rectangle R. The effort of recognition
and classification of the images, which is directly proportional to the image
resolution and indirectly proportional to the dimension of the rectangle R,
will thus be huge. Redesigning this brute force approach method implies of
new, more efficient methods to match the rectangle R, other than exhaustive
scanning of the image. Since an image I certainly contains a rectangle R, one
can question if the image I, having M ×N × c resolution, could be seen as a
searching space for rectangle R(A, B,C), where c is the color resolution of the
image I.
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Given the set of all valid coordinations S(A, B) for the rectangle R in the
image I. Every recognition algorithm A of R in I, seen from the Turing-
Church Thesis perspective [21], can be simulated by a Universal Turing Ma-
chine U is possible. The algorithmic complexity of the Machine U is identical
with the recognition algorithm A. Moreover the Universal Turing Machine U
is designed to display every pair of possible coordinates (A,B) as algorithm
A overpasses them at its run-time, following its specific steps.

Therefore, it is obvious that the set of all valid coordinations S(A,B)
becomes a searching space for the algorithm A. None of the pairs (A,B) can
avoid being checked. In conclusion, the difficulty of the IRC(R) problem is
the same with the difficulty of finding a value x in the searching space S by
exhaustively scanning. In this case, x represents the coordinate pair (A,B)
while S represents the set of all valid coordinations the rectangle can have in
the image.

2.4. Reduction of the sIRC problem to IRC(R) problem. According
to Proposition 1 every recognized object O is defined by the pair of vectors
(P, C), pattern and informational content. Since P and C are vectors and
not singular values, the pair (P, C) denotes a rectangle in a multidimensional
space. The recognition of the object O in the set of the images can be conse-
quently regarded as the matching of the rectangle (P, C) in the corresponding
searching space, resulted from the union of all the pairs of valid coordinates
(P, C) of the object O in the images. Thus, the sIRC problem is reduced to
the IRC(R) problem.

3. Conclusions resulting from the mathematical modeling of the
sIRC problem

Conclusion 1. Generally speaking, for each Recognition(O, I) algorithm the
image I becomes a searching space for the object to be recognized O(P, C).

Conclusion 2. The complexity of the algorithm Recognition(O, I) is direct
proportional with the dimension of the image I and with the dimension of the
codes P and C :

O(Recognition(O, I)) = O(Dim(I)×Dim(P )×Dim(C))

4. Final results and conclusions

Resuming the statements before, we can reach the following final results.

Result 1. The difficulty of the simplified version of the problem sIRC is a
consequence of the complexity of the algorithm Recognition(O, I).
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Result 2. The essential step in the recognition process of the object O is the
feature extraction of the patterns and of the information content (P, C) from
the image I. Notice. This feature extraction step is inevitable because the
image I is formed by a matrix of pixels, but the descriptors (P, C) are a pair
of codes describing the shape and the information content of the object O.

Result 3. The complexity of the algorithm Recognition(O, I) is directly pro-
portional with the dimension of the features (P, C) extracted by the sub-
algorithm FeatureExtraction(O), the main component of the second step of
the recognition process, pointed out earlier in the diagram of the image recog-
nition process.

Result 4. The complexity of the algorithm Recognition(O, I) is given by the
formula:

O(Recognition(O, I)) = Dim(I)×O(FeatureExtraction(O))

where O(FeatureExtraction(O)) is the complexity class of the
FeatureExtraction algorithm.

Important notice. The extraction of the color and of the pattern fea-
tures from the image may imply a very consistent number of operations m
(i.e. associations and relations) over the pixels within the interest zones. The
complexity of the extraction algorithm of the object O becomes:

O(FeatureExtraction (O))) = m×Dim(ExtractionZone)
Note that the determination/discrimination of the interest zones (which

could contain the object) is the most important but also the most difficult step
in the entire feature extraction process. This can lead to a situation wherein
the recognition of an object having dimension 200×200 pixels, within an image
having a resolution of 800×600 pixels and 256 colors, could require a number of
operations directly proportional with the huge value 800×600×256×200×200,
greater than 1012.

The final conclusion about the difficulty of the image recognition and clas-
sification problem is that a proper solution of the problem and of its simplified
version sIRC depends in the most direct way on the design of an efficient pat-
tern/information content extraction sub-algorithm.
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